Controlled Microsoft Azure migration without maintenance breaks

Sovelto is a pioneer in the fields of learning and training in Finland. Throughout the years, many organisations have become familiar with Sovelto’s modern selection of training.

Digital learning platforms combined with trainer-led education have provided great results, and training services are continuously developed.

Sovelto’s ICT services have used Microsoft Azure for a while. In addition, customers are provided with various services produced through systems that are supported by Azure. Despite this, there was still a requirement for better tools which could provide comprehensive visibility when managing services.

Sovelto chose Crayon as their service provider, and Crayon’s experts recommended acquiring Azure services through the more cost-effective Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program. The migration to the CSP licensing model was performed by Crayon’s Azure architects.

The migration went smoothly and services worked normally the whole time without any maintenance breaks. Crayon’s Cloud-iQ management portal is used for managing services, and its modern reporting and optimisation properties enable the monitoring of Azure services as well AWS environments.

Mika Seitsonen, Sovelto’s Executive Consultant, is pleased with Crayon’s services. “During the most intensive training periods, we have very limited resources for service development. Therefore, the professional help Crayon’s project team provided in the migration process was more than welcome”, Mika explains.

“In addition, the CSP model enabled us to provide the participants of our hybrid trainings with Azure subscriptions, as well as manage and monitor their use in a consolidated manner”, he adds.